Live Imaging of Neuroblast Lineages within Intact Larval Brains in *Drosophila*
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Neuroblasts are the precursors of the *Drosophila* central nervous system and undergo repeated physical and molecular asymmetric cell divisions. Live imaging of neuroblast lineages within intact *Drosophila* larval brains has dramatically improved our current understanding of basic cellular processes such as the establishment of cell polarity, spindle orientation, and cytokinesis. The analysis of mutant phenotypes using live imaging can enlarge our understanding of asymmetric neuroblast division and self-renewal. Although much live neuroblast imaging is performed using green fluorescent protein only, the generation of improved fluorescent proteins has led to an increase in the use of two-color imaging. Here we present a simple protocol for isolating and imaging larval brain neuroblasts. We describe procedures for the dissection and mounting of brains from third-instar *Drosophila* larvae in explant solution and their subsequent live imaging. The method provides a close approximation to the in vivo environment and produces data with high temporal and spatial resolutions. We also discuss potential problems and pitfalls and provide examples of how this technique is used.

**MATERIALS**

It is essential that you consult the appropriate Material Safety Data Sheets and your institution’s Environmental Health and Safety Office for proper handling of equipment and hazardous material used in this protocol.

RECIPIES: Please see the end of this article for recipes indicated by <R>. Additional recipes can be found online at [http://cshprotocols.cshlp.org/site/recipes](http://cshprotocols.cshlp.org/site/recipes).

**Reagents**

**Explant solution**

*Add 5 µL of 0.5 M ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich A4034) and 50 µL of HyClone bovine growth serum (Thermo Scientific SH3054102) to 5 mL of sterile-filtered Schneider’s insect medium (Sigma-Aldrich S0146). Prepare immediately before use.*

*Drosophila* larvae (third-instar stage), wild-type and experimental (see Discussion)

Petroleum jelly (e.g., Vaseline), preheated and liquefied on a heating block before use

**Equipment**

**Analytical computer**

*We use an in-house-built 64-bit multiprocessor Windows computer with 32 GB of RAM (random-access memory), a 1.5 TB boot drive, several hot swappable 1.5 TB data drives, a fast ATI Radeon HD 4870 X2 graphics card, and a Blu-ray burner to back up data.*

**Blu-ray disks (50-GB)** (TDK Corporation)
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**Confocal microscope (spinning disk or single point; equipped with 63×, 1.4-NA and/or 100×, 1.4-NA objectives)**

Neuroblast live imaging can be performed using either standard single-point laser-scanning confocal systems on an upright microscope (e.g., Bio-Rad Radiance 2100; see Fig. 1C) or spinning-disk confocal systems on an inverted microscope (e.g., McBain Instruments; see Fig. 1D). For laser-scanning confocal microscopy, excite green fluorescent protein (GFP) or mCherry fluorescent proteins with 488-nm or 568-nm light, respectively, and detect emissions with standard photomultiplier tubes. Spinning-disk confocal microscopy excites the same fluorescent proteins with 488- or 561-nm lasers and detects the emission signals using an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device, Hamamatsu camera.

**Dissection dishes**

**Heating block**

**Image-analysis software** (e.g., ImageJ, Imaris [Bitplane], and Volocity [Improvision/PerkinElmer])

**Laboratory tissue** (e.g., KIMTECH Science Kimwipes; Kimberly-Clark Professional)

**Membrane** (gas-permeable; standard) (YSI Life Sciences 5793)

**Metal imaging slide** (stainless steel; machined; including split ring)

The specimens are mounted on a machined stainless-steel imaging slide, first described by Kiehart et al. (1994). The setup takes advantage of a gas-permeable membrane onto which the dissected third-instar larval brains are mounted. Assemble the machined stainless-steel metal slide (see Fig. 1A for specifications), and attach the gas-permeable membrane to the metal slide with the split ring (see Fig. 1B–D). This mounting procedure increases the viability of the specimen and allows immunohistochemistry procedures to be performed postimaging.

**Micro cover glass** (No. 1; 22 × 40-mm) (VWR International 48393-048)

**Paintbrush** (small)

**Tweezers** (Dumont #5) (World Precision Instruments, Inc.)

### METHOD

#### Larval Dissection

1. Wash 10 well-fed, third-instar, wild-type larvae in explant solution.

   *For this and all subsequent steps, ensure that the explant solution is warmed up to room temperature.*
2. Dissect the fat bodies. Hold the mouth hooks with one set of tweezers and rupture the cuticle on one side of the larva with the other set of tweezers. The fat body will spill out into the explant solution. Transfer the dissected fat bodies with tweezers into 150 µL of room-temperature explant solution in a separate well of a dissection dish.

*Fat bodies are the source of a mitogen required for neuroblast proliferation* (Britton and Edgar 1998).

3. Wash experimental larva in explant solution to remove larval food. The following method should be applied to dissect brains from experimental larvae: Using both tweezers, cutoff approximately one-third of the larva measured from the posterior spiracles. Now hold the mouth hooks of the larva with one set of tweezers. Place the other set of tweezers on the outside of the cuticle. Gently move the tweezers together. This movement will push the mouth hooks inward and inverts the cuticle. The larval brain and central nervous system (CNS) will now be facing the outside (as well as all the other tissue) and are still attached to the cuticle. Subsequently, carefully sever the axonal connections between the CNS and the cuticle until you can remove the CNS and brain from the cuticle. Leave the brain attached to the CNS. Remove as much attached tissue (imaginal discs) from the brains as possible.

4. Use tweezers to transfer the freshly dissected brains into the well containing the fat body-enriched explant solution.

*Six to ten brains can be dissected in ≈15–20 min. For best results, try to minimize the amount of time undissected larvae remain in the explant solution.*

5. Transfer 135 µL of explant solution (including fat bodies and the dissected brains) onto the membrane of the assembled metal slide (Fig. 1C,D).

*It is best to mount several experimental brains; four to 10 brains are considered ideal. Roughly 10–15 fat bodies are usually transferred with the experimental brains.*

### Specimen Orientation and Slide Sealing

6. Position the brains close together, approximately in the middle of the membrane.

*Surface tension will keep the transferred solution contained. The brains will sink to the bottom of this liquid sphere and will settle on the membrane, whereas the fat bodies will float on top.*

7. Orient the brains depending on the neuroblast population to be studied (Fig. 1C,D).

*To image dorsal brain neuroblasts, orient the brains with the ventral nerve cord touching the membrane and the dorsal surface of the brain lobes facing the side that will touch the cover glass (Fig. 1C,D).*

8. Carefully place a cover glass on top of the explant solution, which will spread the solution over the entire membrane.

*This step will most likely cause many dissected brains to lose their desired orientation.*

9. Remove excess explant solution using a laboratory tissue. The optimal amount of explant solution is achieved when the brains start touching the cover glass without being squashed.

*Depending on the size of the brains, the distance between specimen and cover glass can be too large. Reduce this extra space by placing a tissue at the edge of the cover glass to remove additional liquid.*

*See Troubleshooting.*

10. If necessary, reorient the brains by moving the cover glass.

*This is probably the most difficult step and requires some practice. Changing brain orientation is possible through back-and-forth movements of the cover glass. However, having several brains on the membrane will make it very difficult, if not impossible, to properly orient all specimens.*

11. Once the larval brains are in the optimal orientation, immobilize the cover glass by applying preheated petroleum jelly along the edges of the coverslip with a small paintbrush.

*This prevents evaporation of the explant solution and must be performed immediately after Step 10. The preparation is now ready, and imaging should not be delayed.*
**Image Acquisition**

12. Image the specimen with a confocal or a spinning-disk (upright or inverted) microscope with the lowest laser power possible.

   *Because the laser power required depends on the fluorescent protein to be imaged, the levels of expression and the structure to be imaged, optimal laser power settings, gain and exposure time can only be assessed experimentally.*

   See Troubleshooting.

13. Acquire data. The described imaging setup will allow you to image for up to 24 h. However, increased laser exposure will result in phototoxicity. Photobleaching can also be observed, especially if imaged with high frame rates (every 5 sec or faster). Furthermore, cell-cycle length will increase over time. It is thus advisable to make a new preparation after 2 h of imaging if reliable cell-cycle measurements are the objective.

14. Process the data postacquisition as necessary or desired using your software package of choice (we use ImageJ and/or Imaris).

   *Processing can vary depending on data acquisition. Imaging software can be used to correct for photobleaching, change color properties, smooth images, calculate measurements, and generate four-dimensional reconstructions of the raw data.*

15. Back up raw data (we use Blu-ray disks for storing raw data) and store processed data on sufficiently large data drives (we use fast 1.5 TB hard drives).

   See Troubleshooting.

---

**TROUBLESHOOTING**

*Problem (Step 9):* Removal of explant solution creates an air bubble underneath the glass cover.

*Solution:* Carefully add fresh explant solution with a 20- to 100-µL pipette tip until the bubble disappears. Remove excess liquid and reorient the brains carefully. If this happens repeatedly, it is most likely caused by an ill-fitting split ring.

*Problem (Step 12):* The neuroblasts do not divide, are arrested, or die.

*Solution:* The neuroblast cell cycle is typically 40–120 min, and mitosis (prometaphase to anaphase onset) is typically ~5–8 min. With over 200 neuroblasts per brain, there should be some neuroblasts in mitosis soon after the start of imaging. If mitoses are not observed, or if the length of mitosis is >10 min, there is a problem with the preparation. (1) The brain could have been damaged during dissection. Practice will help this. (2) The explant solution could be contaminated. Sterile filter and aliquot the Schneider’s medium in 5-mL aliquots beforehand (5 mL is enough for at least one experiment, including all the washing steps), and store at 4°C. (3) The bovine growth serum used in the explant solution can lose its potency over time, and repeated thaw/freeze cycles should be avoided. Aliquot freshly purchased bovine growth serum in 50-µL portions (50 µL is enough for one experiment), and store at −80°C.

*Problem (Step 12):* There is low signal/poor image quality.

*Solution:* Proper mounting is critical for optimizing the detectable signal. Try removing more explant solution using the laboratory tissue technique. Optimal image quality can be achieved if the brain lobes are in direct contact with the cover glass. However, excessive removal of explant solution will squash the brains, resulting in great image quality, but potentially abnormal development. Squashed brains are easily recognized during image acquisition because the brain diameter does not change along the z-axis, whereas under optimal mounting conditions, the brain diameter will increase successively along the z-axis (starting on top).

*Problem (Step 12):* Bleaching occurs during image acquisition.

*Solution:* The most obvious solution is to reduce laser power. However, most commonly used fluorescent proteins are prone to bleaching to a certain extent. The frequency of image acquisi-
tion, even with low laser power, can cause bleaching. Thus, the only real solution is to optimize the settings for laser intensity, gain, and exposure time at the very beginning of the experiment before data collection starts. Postacquisition software can help correct for bleaching along the temporal axis of the data set.

**Problem (Step 12):** The neuroblast cell cycle lengthens over time.

**Solution:** Make a new preparation. Although dissected brains can survive for up to 24 h in explant solution, repeated exposure to laser light will slow down their cell cycle, most likely because of an accumulation of cellular toxins. If data with higher temporal resolution need to be acquired (e.g., imaging every 10 sec or less), it is advisable not to exceed imaging for >2 h with the same preparation (even if several brains are mounted but not all are imaged). In contrast, low temporal resolution will allow much longer movies to be acquired (e.g., imaging every 5 min for 12 h), although a lengthening in the cell cycle can also be observed under these conditions. For example, for a 12-h imaging experiment with the sample exposed to two lasers every 5 min, interphase can lengthen up to 8 min (C. Cabernard, unpubl.).

**Problem (Step 15):** There are too much data to handle and store.

**Solution:** A typical live-imaging experiment usually generates between 5 and 25 GB, and sometimes up to 50 GB of raw data, so careful consideration must be given to the postacquisition hardware. Buying or building a designated high-end postacquisition computer can be crucial. Make sure to generate backup copies of the generated raw data as well as all the processed images. The use of Blu-ray disks (for raw data) and hot swappable 1.5 TB data drives (for processed imaging data) as backup systems is highly recommended.

**DISCUSSION**

Larval neuroblasts are located very close to the surface, allowing for excellent live imaging (Fig. 2A). With some practice and the right setup, live imaging of *Drosophila* larval neuroblasts can become a standard technique for pursuing many questions previously only investigated using standard immunohistochemistry procedures. Although many previously established transgenic fly lines suitable for neuroblast live imaging are available, the choice of transgenic line must be given some thought, and proper controls should be in place.

The availability of numerous fluorescent fusion proteins and the ease with which these proteins can be expressed in a cell-type-specific manner using the Gal4/UAS system (Brand and Perrimon 1993) or by using endogenous regulatory elements facilitates live studies of neuroblast divisions (Fig. 2B). Currently, a number of suitable live-imaging markers are available that allow labeling of cellular structures such as the mitotic spindle, centrosomes, centrioles, apical and/or basal cortices, and the cleavage furrow (see Table 1 for an incomplete list). Furthermore, several Gal4 lines allow neuroblast-specific expression of fusion lines controlled by the UAS promoter (see Table 2).

Thanks to the advent of recombinering technology and homologous recombination (Venken et al. 2006, 2009; Gao et al. 2008), it is relatively easy to generate fluorescently labeled fusion proteins expressed under their native regulatory elements. Furthermore, protein trap screens provide numerous fusion proteins expressed under endogenous regulatory elements (Morin et al. 2001; Buszczak et al. 2007) such as the widely used spindle marker G147 (Morin et al. 2001), which is a protein trap in the *Jupiter* gene (Karpova et al. 2006). Recombineered protein fusions or protein trap lines are invaluable tools because the protein levels of the fusion protein closely match endogenous protein levels and are, thus, less likely to cause dominant-negative phenotypes or to show mislocalization resulting from overexpression. However, independent of the line used to label proteins or subcellular structures of interest, it is advisable to use standard immunohistochemistry procedures to ensure that increasing protein levels or adding a fluorescent tag does not alter the localization of fusion proteins. Furthermore, whenever possible, rescue experiments are recommended to test for the functionality of a generated fusion protein.
Ideally, live imaging is best performed in the intact animal in which neuroblasts are exposed to the correct spatial and temporal signaling inputs. Unfortunately, this is currently only possible for embryonic neuroblasts (Kaltschmidt et al. 2000). However, because embryonic neuroblasts are located relatively deep within the embryo, the signal-to-noise ratio can be low. One solution to this problem is to establish a primary embryonic neuroblast culture and to image isolated neuroblasts (Siegrist and Doe 2006; Broadus and Doe 1997). However, results derived from such cultures should be interpreted...
carefully. For example, spindle orientation differs between isolated embryonic neuroblasts clustered with epithelial cells versus fully isolated neuroblasts (Siegrist and Doe 2006). Because neuroblasts in larval brain explants are still in immediate contact with the same cells as in vivo (e.g., glia and ganglion mother cells; Siller et al. 2005), it is reasonable to assume that the imaged neuroblasts somewhat reflect the in vivo situation. Control experiments have confirmed this assumption: Bromodeoxyuridine incorporation experiments on intact larvae show a neuroblast cell-cycle time between 1 and 2 h (Truman et al. 1993); the same cell-cycle time is seen during long-term live imaging of neuroblasts in explanted brains (Cabernard and Doe 2009; C Cabernard, CQ Doe, unpubl.).

The method described here has been used to record the consequences of spindle orientation defects in mutant third-instar larval neuroblasts with regard to neuroblast cell cycle, polarity marker distribution, and self-renewal (Lee et al. 2006; Cabernard and Doe 2009). Other examples of live neuroblast studies include the analysis of neuroblast spindle rotation in embryos (Kaltschmidt et al. 2000), the neuroblast centrosome cycle (Rusan and Peifer 2007), neuroblast spindle pole movements (Siller and Doe 2008), and spindle orientation (Siller et al. 2006). Improvements in live imaging techniques have made it possible to reliably image neuroblasts in brain explants (Siller et al. 2005). Furthermore, several studies have taken advantage of embryonic primary neuroblast cultures to image isolated neuroblasts with or without adjacent tissue (Siegrist and Doe 2006; Rebollo et al. 2007). Recently, we have imaged third-instar larval neuroblasts for up to 20 h, which allowed recording of several subsequent neuroblast divisions (Lee et al. 2006; Cabernard and Doe 2009).
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